
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The sincerity of his friendship _____________________; yet he showed,
on some occasions, that he was not incapable of a warm and lasting
attachment.

1.

(suspect)

Its peace _____________________ by the acts of politicians.2. (disturb)

From that day to this it __________________ down from father to son, until
at last it came within reach of a man who tore its secret out of it and lost his
life in the venture.

3.

(hand)

Your place is held out as a bait to five or six influential men, and you
____________________ to keep it solely by the force of my arguments.
4.

(enable)

But they _____________________, and the resistance has made us what
we are, and will yet make us what we are to be.
5.

(resist)

We shall be satisfied when those rights _________________ as secure as
the faith and the freedom of nations can make them.
6.

(make)

No such stock ________________ at Bristol since.7. (keep)

The words ___________________ during rising tides of prosperity and the
still waters of peace.
8.

(speak)

If you will find out what you ________________________ from, I will see
that you are made all right again.
9.

(transform)

The cells _______________________ at since they were first placed in
the cabinet.
10.

(not/look)

For the last two days our course _______________________.11. (not/plot)

Now, what law __________________, to induce this penalty?12. (break)

I ___________________ so cruelly; I have had such time for thought, and
see the world so changed.
13.

(teach)
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He says he __________________ too often for telling the tale.14. (stone)

One _________________ by the transcriber.15. (add)

I have not learned whether he ____________________.16. (baptize)

But meat ___________________ from Atlanta.17. (order)

They were printed, merely that a copy might be given to each minister,
and care _________________ to let them go into no other hands.
18.

(take)

But in many other cases, in which we have reason to believe that the
species of a genus _____________________ within comparatively recent
times, there is great difficulty on this head.

19.

(produce)

These nine worthies ____________________ together from many
different ages and countries.
20.

(bring)
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